Leadership Wins
Implement these 6 easy strategies
to transform your leadership reach
THE THRIVAL ACADEMY

PERSONAL WINS

PERSONAL STRATEGIES
In order to be a great leader of a team,
you must first be a great leader of yourself.
Use this workbook to assess where you need to grow.

If you are honest and put in the work, this
foundation will get you to the next level!
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3 STRATEGIES FOR YOUR
OWN PERSONAL WIN

1

VISUALIZATION

Supercharge your potential

2

MENTAL REHERSAL

Practice till the confidence is
greater than the fear

3

PERSONAL
RESPONSIBILITY

Unlock your full potential
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VISUALIZATION

WHAT CAN I VISUALIZE?

WHAT IS IT?

Anything!
That is the beauty of using this
powerful tool

You create images in your mind of having
or of doing WHATEVER it is that you
desire. You repeat these images over and
over, preferably first thing in the morning
and again right before you go to sleep.

A SUCCESSFUL SHIFT

The key is to trick your your brain into
thinking you already have whatever it is
you desire. You do this by staying in the
present tense. Don't focus on your goal
being achieved sometime in the future...

A NON-STRESSFUL HIRING SEASON
A WELL LAID OUT TRAINING PLAN

Visualize it is happening right
now for you!

THE NEXT CAREER MOVE
IMPROVED MENTAL HEALTH
HEALTHY BODY IMAGE

You create a short mantra for yourself and
when you repeat the mantra, you FEEL
what that achievement is like.

ENHANCED SKILLS

I am statements

FINANCIAL WELL BEING

I will be more confident

MENTORING YOUR TEAM

I am confident

SATISFIED GUESTS
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2

MENTAL REHEARSAL
WHAT SHOULD I
REHEARSE?

WHY DO IT?
Athletes and peak performers have
always known the secret of

speaking in front of the staff

Mental Rehearsal

doing a difficult write
up/termination

Take your visualization to the next level
by training your brain
for the real world!
You think of the same image, action, or
outcome over and over. You observe
yourself performing at your best.

Focus on seeing every detail
crystal clear

coaching an alpha employee
asking your boss for more money
hard conversations
handling a difficult guest situation
the steps to open / close the
restaurant

This will increase your confidence and
over time decrease your stress levels.

mastering a new skill

Try imaging what obstacles will come up
and how you will proactively overcome
them. Each time, see the challenge, see
your options, see yourself taking the
right path and overcoming the problem.

your daily routine
achieving your goals
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Think of your top 3 goals

What mantra will help you visualize that goal?
What is the feeling of that goal & mantra?

How will you be accountable to visualize and mentally rehearse

Worry is a form of negative goal setting....
What should you immediately stop visualizing?
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PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY

WHAT HAVE YOU
BEEN PUTTING OFF?

UNLOCKING YOUR
POTENTIAL
Your happiness increases the MORE
you own your shit and
stop blaming others!

I am responsible
I am response-able
WHAT CHANGE IN
BEHAVIOR WOULD
PROVIDE THE MOST
POSITVITY IN YOUR
LIFE?

We have this tendency to want to duck
out of things and shirk responsibility.
Hoping that our failures can be
someone else's fault.
Great leaders step up when it counts!

They take the high road
They lead out courageously
They are always getting better
when the chips are down or nobody is
watching... they still come through
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TEAM WINS

TEAM STRATEGIES
Your staff is YOUR BRAND!
They communicate brand standards everyday through their interactions and
choices. A guest will never
your restaurant if your staff doesn't first.

These 3 strategies will give you an
instant culture boost!
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3 STRATEGIES FOR
YOUR TEAM TO WIN

1

FUTURE ORIENTED

Provide vision

2

BUILD RAPPORT

Get out of your comfort zone

3

SHOW APPRECIATION

The constant drip
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FUTURE ORIENTED

WHAT SHOULD I
SHARE?

HOW DO I DO IT?
Consider making sure these three statements
are clear in every employee's mind

MISSION, VISION & VALUES
POLITE & RESPECTFUL POLICY

This is who we are

SAFETY & SANITATION STANDARDS
GUEST RESOLUTION STRATEGY

This is where we are going

BRAND AWARENESS

This is how you fit in

THE IDEAL GUEST EXPERIENCE

People belong when they know how they fit
into the puzzle

SOPs
SERVICE PROCEDURES
MENU KNOWLEDGE
FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE GOALS

We all move forward together
with a shared vision
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BUILD RAPPORT

WHAT CAN I TALK ABOUT
WITH PEOPLE I DON'T
NATURALLY LIKE?

start small....
everyday say hello and goodbye
say thank you
make sure they have support
ask non-invasive/offensive questions
find commonalities
genuinely smile

help them....
always ask if they need help
once some rapport is built, ask if
they have any goals that you can help
them achieve?

I'D RATHER KEEP TO
MY INNER CIRCLE
We naturally get along with some
people more than others. We might see
life the same or have the same sense of
humor. We don't always know why we
get along easily but we are grateful for
it. As a leader, you have the obligation
to build rapport with every employee.

WHY IS IT SO
IMPORTANT?
Goals become easier to achieve when
everyone
is working with you, not against you.
There will also be times when you need
to have a difficult conversation.
If you don't have any rapport built,
you are dead in the water before you
even begin.
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SHOW APPRECIATION

I ALREADY SAY
THANKS...

IDEAS

that is not enough

You need a strategy!

card sent to their home

IS CREATING A
STRATEGY TOO
FORMAL? I WANT TO
BE AUTHENTIC!

daily shout outs

employee of the month

No! Performing at a high level for your
staff lets you show the
authentic leader in you!

What does a strategy look
like?

bday meal
work anniversary present
random acts of donuts
caffeine
homemade (by you) staff meal

write out your goals
put it in the budget
stay consistent with your plan
use calendar reminders
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What 3 vision goals do you need to
share with your staff?
When and how should you get that message across?

Who do you know that you need to build more rapport with?

What appreciation strategy can you implement today?
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follow me
@MAITEKUHNS

SUBSCRIBE TO MY BLOG
TALES IN HOSPITALITY follows my leadership
journey. From my years as an hourly server
trainer to my life as a multi-concept corporate
trainer. I have been gathering the most useful
training information in the industry over the
past three decades. Level up your skills with me
and go from lost leader to leading up in your
organization. I don't always take myself too
seriously. However, I am damn serious about
what genuine hospitality feels like and how
leaders help create it authentically.

CLICK HERE

